Feeding Flying Squirrels

This is an optional activity in case you’d like to feed nocturnal flying squirrels. You don’t need to do this, nor do you need to do this every night, or more than one night.

If you feed Flying Squirrels, do not use more than 1/4 of a cake of frozen suet; you can use less.

Carefully use a sharp knife to separate a 1/4, or less, portion of suet from cake.

On cutting board, carefully begin to chop suet.

Suet pieces should be fairly small as flying squirrels are small creatures.

Use Aluminum ladder (stored in garage) against tree below feeder to access feeder.

Very carefully place suet pieces in feeder just before dark, so other squirrels don’t eat it all first. You may need another person to hold ladder for you.

* Do not attempt this effort if you have flying monkeys in your area.